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If yes, contacted by: Officer or Someone Else (list whom):    
If yes, when? 

Prior to the display or deployment 

During the display or deployment 

After the display or deployment 

Other comments: 

8. What was the outcome of that attempt to contact mental health care or developmental disability 
professionals? Check all that apply: 

Professional assisted to resolve situation more promptly or with less coercion than without contact; 

Professional did not result in any positive or helpful impact on the situation; 

Professional provided limited positive or helpful impact on the situation; 

Contact was attempted but no one could be reached; 

Professional helped reduce the time officers had to be at the scene; 

Professional helped avoid involuntary placement in detention or emergency department; 

Professional helped provide appropriate follow-up and service provision; 

Intervention was ineffective. 
 

SECTION THREE: ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

Decision to use CEW was based on: 

Active aggression of subject; 

Active resistance of subject, with injuries to others or subject likely to occur; 

Anticipated injuries to subject, officer, or others at scene. 

What was the subject’s response to the use of the CEW? 

Subject was compliant directly after use of CEW; 

Subject was not compliant directly after use of CEW, requiring additional force; 

CEW failed; subject had to be handled through other means. State reason for failure if known: 
 

Was any other force used in addition to the CEW? Check all that apply: 

OC Firearm Physical force Baton 

other (describe): 
Was this additional use of force before or after use of the CEW? Before After 

 

Was medical assistance provided to the subject following the use of the CEW? Yes No 

If yes, by whom? Officer EMS personnel Other emergency or health care professionals 

Check any box below relating to noteworthy details not already described: 

Incident occurred on an elevated location such as a roof, stairs, or bridge; 

Subject was near or in water at time of incident; 

Subject was wearing heavy clothes; 

Subject was more than 25 feet away when CEW probe shot; 

Subject was fleeing when CEW probe shot. 

Was the training “Interacting with People Experiencing a Mental Health Crisis” (also known as Act 80 
training) useful in dealing with this incident? Yes No N/A 
If no, describe why not: 

 
Return this completed form via scan or email to: 

Executive Director Richard Gauthier 
Vermont Criminal Justice Training Council 
317 Academy Road, Pittsford, VT 05763 

Tel: (802)483-6228 Fax: (802)483-2343 
Richard.Gauthier@vermont.gov 




